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Introduction {#jah31284-sec-0004}
============

Cerebral and cardiac blood flow is essential to understanding the pathophysiology and development of cerebro‐ and cardiovascular diseases. Cerebrovascular diseases, such as cerebral arteriovenous malformations and intracranial vascular stenosis, are well known to cause abnormal cerebral blood flow in adults.[1](#jah31284-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah31284-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} In children, cardiac and cerebral flow dynamics are also significantly affected by congenital heart diseases[3](#jah31284-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and cerebrovascular diseases, such as Moyamoya disease,[4](#jah31284-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} cerebral venous sinus thrombosis,[5](#jah31284-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah31284-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and vein of Galen malformations.[7](#jah31284-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah31284-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, a good rationale exists for investigating normal flow across a broad range of ages, including children, for improved hemodynamic assessment in patients with these diseases.

A number of studies have shown that total cerebral blood flow (TCBF) and cardiac output (CO) are age‐dependent[9](#jah31284-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah31284-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31284-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31284-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31284-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah31284-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; however, the previous studies focused primarily on the determination of TCBF and CO in adult cohorts.[9](#jah31284-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah31284-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31284-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah31284-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} The association of TCBF and CO with age, particularly during early development in infants and children compared with adults, remains incompletely understood. Cardiac index is another clinically significant marker widely used for cardiac function assessment by correlating CO with a person\'s body surface area (BSA), which allows direct comparison of the cardiac function in large and small participants.[11](#jah31284-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Cardiac index has been reported as a predictor of acute cardiac death in young children.[15](#jah31284-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Recently, Jefferson et al reported that low cardiac index is associated with incident dementia and Alzheimer\'s disease.[16](#jah31284-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Analogous to cardiac index, cerebral flow index (TCBF/BSA), as a novel flow marker, may provide new insight into the understanding of brain function. Nevertheless, the age dependence of cardiac and cerebral flow indexes are not well characterized, particularly in children. Furthermore, a systematic analysis of age‐related changes in the fraction of cardiac outflow contributing to TCBF across a wide range of ages has not been performed.

Ultrasound‐based techniques and 2‐dimensional (2D) phase‐contrast (PC) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been used previously to measure cerebral and cardiac vascular flow and velocities.[9](#jah31284-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31284-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31284-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jah31284-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#jah31284-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Ultrasound measurements, however, are operator dependent and limited by an inadequate acoustic window when measuring blood flow in cerebral vessels distal to the circle of Willis. Moreover, 2D PC‐MRI requires multiple scans with manual 2D plane placement perpendicular to the intracranial vessels of interest. In contrast, 4‐dimensional (4D) flow MRI (time‐resolved 3‐dimensional \[3D\] PC‐MRI) offers the advantage of full volumetric coverage of the cerebral vessels and enables retrospective flow quantification at any vessel position within the imaging volume.[19](#jah31284-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Recently, 4D flow MRI has been reported to provide reliable flow assessment consistent with 2D PC‐MRI for the measurement of pulsatile flow in cerebral arteries.[20](#jah31284-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah31284-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jah31284-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah31284-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

The aim of this study was to systematically investigate the age‐related changes of cerebral and cardiac flow using intracranial 4D flow and cardiac 2D PC‐MRI and to establish age‐specific reference values of the flow parameters across a broad range of ages spanning infancy to middle adulthood for improved hemodynamic assessment in patients with cardio‐ and cerebrovascular diseases.

Methods {#jah31284-sec-0005}
=======

Participants {#jah31284-sec-0006}
------------

This study included 52 children (21 female, age 7.9±5.0 years \[range 0.6--17.2 years\]) and 30 healthy adults (15 female, age 37.9±15.0 years \[range 19.2--60.7 years\]) ([Table](#jah31284-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). All recruited participants were rigorously screened with medical history of cardio‐ and cerebrovascular problems, ECG, blood pressure, and other factors that may influence blood flow. Participants with any of the following conditions were excluded from the study: BSA \>35 kg/m^2^; blood pressure \>160/90 mm Hg; and history of stroke, diabetes, cancer, liver or kidney disease, heart or brain surgery, arrhythmia, smoking, or drug abuse. The study was approved by the local institutional review board and conducted in accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act guidelines. Informed consent was obtained from all adult participants and from children\'s parents. In addition, adolescent assent was obtained for children aged 12 to 17 years.

###### 

Participant Characteristics and Flow Parameters

                                       Age Groups       *P* Values      
  ------------------------------------ ---------------- --------------- ---------
  Participant characteristics                                           
  Number                               52               30              
  Mean age, y                          7.9±5.0          37.9±15.0       
  Age range, y                         0.6 to 17.2      19.2 to 60.7    
  Sex (male/female)                    21/31            15/15           
  Height, m                            1.24±0.33        1.73±0.12       
  Weight, kg                           33.7±22.6        77.6±14.2       
  Body surface area, m^2^              1.05±0.49        1.92±0.23       
  Body mass index, kg/m^2^             19.29±4.65       25.95±3.58      
  Heart rate, bpm                      92.7±20.3        66.6±11.1       
  Cerebral flow/structure parameters                                    
  TCBF, mL/min                         1101.6±258.0     700.2±113.4     \<0.001
  Cerebral flow index, L/min/m^2^      1.32±0.67        0.37±0.08       \<0.001
  Brain volume, mL                     1100.76±209.57   1189.67±99.34   0.032
  Cerebral perfusion, mL/min/100 mL    102.35±26.98     58.89±8.28      \<0.001
  TCBF/AAo flow ratio (%)              32.7±12.8        14.5±2.6        \<0.001
  Cardiac flow parameters                                               
  AAo flow, mL/min                     3865.2±1426.2    4906.2±849.0    \<0.001
  DAo flow, mL/min                     2007.0±1284.0    3231.6±688.2    \<0.001
  Cardiac index, L/min per m^2^        3.98±0.82        2.58±0.52       \<0.001
  DAo/AAo flow ratio (%)               47.7±15.2        65.6±5.9        \<0.001

Mean age, height, weight, body surface area, heart rate, and all flow parameters are presented as mean±SD. *P* values are calculated using 2‐tailed *t* test (*P*\<0.05 was considered statistically significant). AAo indicates ascending aorta; bpm, beats per minute; DAo, descending aorta; TCBF, total cerebral blood flow.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging {#jah31284-sec-0007}
--------------------------

All MRI was performed on a 3‐ or 1.5‐T MRI scanner (Magnetom Aera or Skyra; Siemens). Prior to flow imaging, standard T1‐weighted sequences (in adults, magnetization‐prepared rapid gradient‐echo, or MPRAGE; in children: MPRAGE or fluid‐attenuated inversion recovery, called FLAIR) were performed for brain volume calculation with the following parameters: T1‐MPRAGE used repetition time 1900 ms, echo time 2.5 ms, field of view (180--250)×(224--250) mm^2^, voxel size 1.0×1.0×1.0 mm^3^, and flip angle 9°; T1‐FLAIR used repetition time 2000 ms, echo time 9 ms, inversion time 900 ms, echo train length 4, and voxel size 1.0×1.0×3.0 mm^3^. In addition, 3D axial time‐of‐flight magnetic resonance angiography was performed for setting up 4D flow imaging coverage. Intracranial 4D flow and cardiac 2D PC‐MRI were performed in the same imaging session for all participants (Figure [1](#jah31284-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). Children aged \<6 years were scanned under anesthesia or sedation using inhalational anesthetic (sevoflurane, Ultane; Abbott Laboratories, Inc). All data were acquired during free breathing except the adult cardiac 2D PC‐MRI data, which were acquired during a single breath hold.

![Schematic diagram illustrates the assessment of cerebrovascular blood flow using intracranial 4D flow MRI as well as the measurement of blood flow in the proximal AAo and DAo based on through‐plane 2D time‐resolved (CINE) PC‐MRI (A). A 3‐dimensional PC magnetic resonance angiogram was derived from the 4D flow data and used to define locations of 2D analysis planes for flow quantification in major intracranial vessels (B). 2D CINE PC‐MRI image illustrates peak systolic blood flow in the aorta and vessel contours used for flow quantification in the AAo and DAo (C). 2D indicates 2‐dimensional; 4D, 4‐dimensional; AAo, ascending aorta; BA, basilar artery; DAo, descending aorta; LACA, left anterior cerebral artery; LICA, left internal carotid artery; LMCA, left middle cerebral artery; LPCA, left posterior cerebral artery; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PC, phase contrast; RACA, right anterior cerebral artery; RICA, right internal carotid artery; RMCA, right middle cerebral artery; RPCA, right posterior cerebral artery; SSS, superior sagittal sinus; TCBF, total cerebral blood flow; Vx,Vy,Vz, velocity encoding.](JAH3-5-e002657-g001){#jah31284-fig-0001}

### Intracranial 4D flow imaging {#jah31284-sec-0008}

The 4D flow imaging was performed with 3D volumetric coverage of the major cerebral vessels (Figure [1](#jah31284-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A) and 3‐directional velocity encoding (V~x~, V~y~, and V~z~); data acquisition was synchronized with prospective ECG gating. The following pulse‐sequence parameters were used: repetition time 5.2 to 5.6 ms, echo time 2.8 to 3.2 ms, flip angle 15°, velocity sensitivity 80 cm/s (adults, children aged \<4 years, and children aged \>8 years) or 100 cm/s (children aged 4--8 years), field of view (140--160)×(180--220) mm^2^, temporal resolution 41.6 to 44.8 ms, and voxel size (1.1--1.2)×(1.1--1.2)×(1.2--1.4) mm^3^; total acquisition time varied between 8 and 22 minutes depending on the heart rate of the participants during 4D flow imaging.

### Cardiac 2D PC‐MRI {#jah31284-sec-0009}

Data were acquired with retrospective ECG gating and through‐plane velocity encoding (V~z~) at the level of the proximal ascending (AAo) and descending (DAo) aorta. Pulse sequence parameters were as follows: repetition time 6.7 to 7.7 ms, echo time 2.4 to 2.9 ms, flip angle 30°, velocity sensitivity 150 cm/s, temporal resolution 26.8 to 30.8 ms, voxel size 1.2×1.2×7.0 mm^3^, and total acquisition time 12 to 22 seconds.

Flow Quantification {#jah31284-sec-0010}
-------------------

### Cardiac flow quantification {#jah31284-sec-0011}

Aortic flow parameters were evaluated with a combination of automatic propagation and manual adjustment of the AAo and DAo flow contours (Argus; Siemens) for all time frames over the cardiac cycle (example for a single time frame during systole shown in Figure [1](#jah31284-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Mean blood flow and peak velocities in the AAo and DAo were automatically calculated. In addition, cardiac index was calculated as the ratio of CO (CO equals AAo flow) and BSA: $\text{BSA} = \sqrt{\text{Weight} \times \text{Height}/3600}$.[24](#jah31284-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

### Cerebral flow quantification {#jah31284-sec-0012}

All 4D flow data were preprocessed using an in‐house tool in Matlab (MathWorks) to filter background noise and to correct for velocity aliasing and phase offset errors, as described previously.[25](#jah31284-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} In addition, a 3D PC magnetic resonance angiogram was calculated based on the absolute velocities weighted by the magnitude data.[19](#jah31284-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The preprocessed data were imported into software (EnSight; CEI) for individual vascular flow quantification by using the previously calculated 3D PC magnetic resonance angiogram for anatomic orientation. The 2D analysis planes were manually positioned at predefined anatomic landmarks (Figure [1](#jah31284-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B): internal carotid arteries (ICAs; straight section between lacerum C3 and cavernous C4 segments), basilar artery (BA; middle portion between anterior inferior cerebellar artery and superior cerebellar artery), middle cerebral arteries (MCAs; middle M1 segment), anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs; middle A1 segment), posterior cerebral arteries (PCAs; middle P2 segment), and superior sagittal sinus (SSS; proximal to the confluence of sinuses). For each plane, mean blood flow over the cardiac cycle and peak velocities were automatically calculated. TCBF was calculated as cumulative flow in bilateral ICAs and BA.[26](#jah31284-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah31284-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Similar to cardiac index, cerebral flow index was calculated as the ratio of TCBF/BSA.

### Correction for late diastolic flow {#jah31284-sec-0013}

To minimize the effects of prospective ECG gating in 4D flow imaging on intracranial flow quantification, mean blood flow was corrected individually for each participant to include the missing late diastolic flow (often \<10% of total flow) on the basis of the acquired flow profile and average heart rate (Figure [2](#jah31284-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). We hypothesized that blood flow at the beginning of the cardiac cycle would match the flow at end‐diastole; therefore, the missing late diastolic flow (Q~missing~=(Q~first~+Q~last~)/2) could be estimated as the average flow of the first (Q~first~) and last (Q~last~) time frame. The corrected mean flow was thus Q~corr~=Q~missing~+(T~acq~/T~ave~)×(Q~uncorr~−Q~missing~), in which Q~uncorr~ and Q~corr~ were mean flow before and after correction and T~acq~ and T~ave~ (T~ave~=60/average heart rate) were the time intervals of the acquired flow profile and average time of the cardiac cycle, respectively.

![Correction for the mean intracranial blood flow to include the missing late diastole flow (Q~missing~) based on the acquired flow profile and average heart rate (HR ~ave~) of each participant. Q~first~ and Q~last~ are the measured flow rates of the first and last time frames. Q~corr~ and Q~uncorr~ are mean blood flow before and after correction. T~acq~ and T~ave~ (T~ave~=60/HR ~ave~) are the time intervals of the acquired flow profile and average time of the cardiac cycle, respectively.](JAH3-5-e002657-g002){#jah31284-fig-0002}

Calculation of Brain Volume and Cerebral Perfusion {#jah31284-sec-0014}
--------------------------------------------------

Brain volume was calculated from anatomic T1‐weighted MRI using in‐house automatic processing pipelines similar to the methods proposed by Ashburner and Friston.[28](#jah31284-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Preprocessing steps and algorithms included coregistration, non--local means filtering, skull strip, and voxel‐based morphometry. Segmentation of the white matter and gray matter was visually inspected and confirmed. Brain volume was calculated as the sum of white matter and gray matter volumes in milliliters. Global cerebral perfusion (mL/min per 100 mL) was then computed by dividing TCBF (mL/min) by brain volume (mL) and then multiplying by 100.[29](#jah31284-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

Interobserver Reliability {#jah31284-sec-0015}
-------------------------

A subset (10 children and 10 adults) of the study cohort was randomly chosen from each representative age group to evaluate the interobserver variability. Flow parameters (mean blood flow and peak velocity) in 3 representative intracranial vessels (ICAs and BA) and aorta (AAo and DAo) were measured by 2 experienced observers independently. Bland‐Altman analysis (mean difference and 95% limits of agreement) and Lin\'s concordance correlation coefficient[30](#jah31284-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} (poor: ρ~c~\<0.90; moderate: ρ~c~≥0.90 to ρ~c~\<0.95; substantial: ρ~c~≥0.95 to ρ~c~≤0.99; almost perfect: ρ~c~\>0.99) were used to assess interobserver agreement. The 2 independent measurements were used for interobserver variability analysis, but all flow parameters presented in this study and used for further analysis were from a single observer.

Statistical Analysis {#jah31284-sec-0016}
--------------------

All cerebral and cardiac flow parameters were expressed as mean±SD. A Shapiro‐Wilk test was used to determine the normality of the data distribution. Flow parameters in 2 different age/sex groups were compared using a 2‐tailed *t* test (normal distribution) or a Mann--Whitney *U* test (nonnormal distribution). Cerebral and cardiac flow parameters (TCBF, aortic flow, cardiac index, cerebral flow index, TCBF/AAo flow ratio, DAo/AAo flow ratio, and peak velocities) in the male and female subgroups were separately plotted against age and fitted using linear, quadratic, or cubic polynomial regression. Note that the mean values of the peak velocities in the bilateral ICAs, ACAs, MCAs, and PCAs were used for the regression analysis. To highlight the fast changes of flow parameters during childhood, the age was scaled by one‐fifth for adults aged \>20 years. Relationships between 2 flow/structure parameters were assessed by Pearson\'s product moment correlation analysis, whereas associations between flow/structure parameters and age were evaluated by Spearman\'s rank correlation analysis (correlation coefficient *r* and *P* values were reported). All statistical analyses were performed using software package SPSS (version 20; IBM Corp) except Lin\'s concordance correlation coefficient, which was calculated using MedCalc (version 14.8.1; MedCalc Software). *P*\<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#jah31284-sec-0017}
=======

Study Cohort {#jah31284-sec-0018}
------------

Participant demographics and characteristics are summarized in [Table](#jah31284-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. A detailed distribution of age and sex for all participants is illustrated in Figure [3](#jah31284-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A. Intracranial and cardiac data were successfully acquired for all participants except for 2 children whose cardiac 2D PC‐MRI data were not usable because of misplacement of the imaging slice. In addition, some cerebral vessels were not available for flow analysis because of vascular hypoplasia, slow flow, or insufficient imaging coverage. The number of cerebral vessels that could be used for flow analysis were as follows: ICAs (164 of 164, 100%), BA (82 of 82, 100%), ACAs (153 of 164, 93.3%), MCAs (158 of 164, 96.3%), PCAs (161 of 164, 98.2%), and SSS (79 of 82, 96.3%).

![Age and sex distribution of the subjects included in this study (A). Age‐ and sex‐related changes in TCBF (B) and aortic flow (C). TCBF and aortic flow are fitted using cubic and quadratic polynomial regression, respectively. Note that the horizontal axis (age) is scaled by one‐fifth for adults aged \>20 years for better appreciation of the fast flow changes in children. AAo indicates ascending aorta; DAo, descending aorta; TCBF, total cerebral blood flow.](JAH3-5-e002657-g003){#jah31284-fig-0003}

Age‐Related Changes in TCBF and Aortic Flow {#jah31284-sec-0019}
-------------------------------------------

A comparison of the cerebral (TCBF, cerebral flow index, brain volume, global cerebral perfusion, and TCBF/AAo flow ratio) and cardiac (aortic flow, cardiac index, and DAo/AAo flow ratio) flow/structure parameters in children and adults are summarized in [Table](#jah31284-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. All flow/structure parameters were significantly different between adults and children.

Cerebral flow was significantly associated with age (Figure [3](#jah31284-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). Flow quantification demonstrated that TCBF increased rapidly from 7 months to 6 years of age at a rate of 120.6 mL/min per year (*r*=0.85, *P*\<0.001), and declined thereafter until age 18 years at a slower rate of 51.6 mL/min per year (*r*=−0.76, *P*\<0.001). TCBF continued to decline gradually in adults from age 18 to 61 years at a reduced rate of 4.8 mL/min per year (*r*=−0.63, *P*\<0.001). TCBF was significantly higher in children compared with adults (1101.6±258.0 versus 700.2±113.4 mL/min, *P*\<0.001).

In contrast to TCBF, AAo and DAo flow increased with age in children (aged \<18 years) at a rate of 231.6 mL/min per year (*r*=0.81, *P*\<0.001) and 222.0 mL/min per year (*r*=0.86, *P*\<0.001), and declined thereafter until age 61 years at a slower rate of 22.8 mL/min per year (*r*=−0.40, *P*=0.027) and 24.0 mL/min per year (*r*=−0.52, *P*=0.003), respectively (Figure [3](#jah31284-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C). Both AAo (4906.2±849.0 versus 3865.2±1426.2 mL/min, *P*\<0.001) and DAo flow (3231.6±688.2 versus 2007.0±1284.0 mL/min, *P*\<0.001) in adults were significantly higher compared with children.

Age‐Related Changes in Cardiac Index and Cerebral Flow Index {#jah31284-sec-0020}
------------------------------------------------------------

Cardiac index decreased with age in children (aged \<18 years) at a rate of 0.11 L/min per m^2^ per year (*r*=−0.65, *P*\<0.001) and declined thereafter at a slower rate of 0.02 L/min per m^2^ per year (*r*=−0.52, *P*=0.003) (Figure [4](#jah31284-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A). Similar to cardiac index, cerebral flow index decreased rapidly with age in children (aged \<18 years) at a rate of 0.12 L/min per m^2^ per year (*r*=−0.93, *P*\<0.001) and continued to decline thereafter at a much slower rate of 0.003 L/min per m^2^ per year (*r*=−0.61, *P*\<0.001) (Figure [4](#jah31284-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B). Cerebral flow index significantly correlated with cardiac index (*r*=0.83, *P*\<0.001).

![Age‐ and sex‐related changes in cardiac index (A), cerebral flow index (B), TCBF to AAo flow ratio (C), and DAo to AAo flow ratio (D). Cardiac index was fitted using linear regression, whereas cerebral flow index, TCBF/AAo flow ratio, and DAo/AAo flow ratio were fitted using quadratic polynomial regression. AAo indicates ascending aorta; DAo, descending aorta; TCBF, total cerebral blood flow.](JAH3-5-e002657-g004){#jah31284-fig-0004}

TCBF/AAo and DAo/AAo Flow Ratios {#jah31284-sec-0021}
--------------------------------

TCBF/AAo flow ratio decreased rapidly from 45.5% in children aged \<4 years to \<20% in those aged 18 years (*r*=−0.90, *P*\<0.001) and remained relatively stable thereafter (*r*=−0.17, *P*=0.358) (Figure [4](#jah31284-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C). The average TCBF/AAo flow ratio in children was significantly higher compared with adults (32.7±12.8% versus 14.5±2.6%, *P*\<0.001). In contrast to TCBF/AAo flow ratio, DAo/AAo flow ratio increased markedly from 35.5% in children aged \<4 years to \>60% in those aged 18 years (*r*=0.88, *P*\<0.001) but declined slowly thereafter (*r*=−0.45, *P*=0.012) (Figure [4](#jah31284-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}D). Average DAo/AAo flow ratio in children was significantly lower compared with adults (47.7±15.2% versus 65.6±5.9%, *P*\<0.001).

Peak Velocities in Major Intracranial Vessels and Aorta {#jah31284-sec-0022}
-------------------------------------------------------

Age‐related changes of peak velocities in the major intracranial vessels exhibited a trend similar to TCBF (shown in ICAs, BA, ACAs, MCAs, PCAs, and SSS) (Figure [5](#jah31284-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A through [5](#jah31284-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}F). Cerebral vascular peak velocities increased rapidly from 7 months to ≈6 years of age and declined thereafter at a slower rate until age 18 years. The peak velocities in cerebral vessels continued to decline with age in adults except PCA and SSS (ICA: *r*=−0.71, *P*\<0.001; BA: *r*=−0.51, *P*=0.004; ACA: *r*=−0.40, *P*=0.036; MCA: *r*=−0.42, *P*=0.044; PCA: *r*=−0.31, *P*=0.108; SSS: *r*=0.04, *P*=0.604).

![Age‐ and sex‐related changes of peak velocities in the major intracranial vessels and aorta: ICA (A), BA (B), ACA (C), MCA (D), PCA (E), SSS (F), AAo (G) and DAo (H). Cerebral vascular peak velocities (A through F) were fitted using cubic polynomial regression, whereas aortic peak velocities (G and H) were fitted using quadratic polynomial regression. AAo indicates ascending aorta; ACA, anterior cerebral artery; BA, basilar artery; DAo, descending aorta; ICA, internal carotid artery; MCA, middle cerebral artery; PCA, posterior cerebral artery; SSS, superior sagittal sinus.](JAH3-5-e002657-g005){#jah31284-fig-0005}

Unlike a rapid increase of aortic flow in children (Figure [3](#jah31284-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C), peak velocities in the aorta maintained at relatively higher levels and were not significantly associated with age in children (AAo, 1.16±0.15 m/s, *r*=−0.04, *P*=0.796; DAo: 1.14±0.20 m/s, *r*=0.06, *P*=0.682) (Figure [5](#jah31284-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}G and 5H). By comparison, peak velocities in the aorta declined with age in adults (AAo, 0.88±0.24 m/s, *r*=−0.73, *P*\<0.001; DAo, 0.87±0.33 m/s, *r*=−0.74, *P*\<0.001) (Figure [5](#jah31284-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}G and 5H), which was in agreement with the declining aortic flow during this period (Figure [3](#jah31284-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C).

Brain Volume and Global Cerebral Perfusion {#jah31284-sec-0023}
------------------------------------------

Brain volume increased with age in children (aged \<18 years; *r*=0.72, *P*\<0.001) and declined thereafter (*r*=−0.42, *P*=0.020) (Figure [6](#jah31284-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A). Global cerebral perfusion increased from 7 months to 4 years of age and declined thereafter until age 61 years (Figure [6](#jah31284-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B). TCBF significantly correlated with brain volume in adults (*r*=0.25, *P*=0.005) (Figure [6](#jah31284-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C). The correlation between TCBF and brain volume was not significant in children overall (*r*=0.18, *P*=0.205) (Figure [6](#jah31284-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C) but was significant in 2 child subgroups aged \<7 years (*r*=0.82, *P*\<0.001) and 7 to 18 years (*r*=0.39, *P*=0.039) (Figure [6](#jah31284-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}D).

![Age‐ and sex‐related changes in brain volume (A) and global cerebral perfusion (B) correlation of TCBF and brain volume in children and adults (C), and correlation of TCBF and brain volume in adults and 2 child subgroups aged \<7 years and 7 to 18 years (D). Brain volume and global cerebral perfusion were fitted using quadratic and cubic polynomial regression, respectively. TCBF indicates total cerebral blood flow.](JAH3-5-e002657-g006){#jah31284-fig-0006}

Sex‐Related Differences in Flow/Structure Parameters {#jah31284-sec-0024}
----------------------------------------------------

All cerebral and cardiac flow/structure parameters were not significantly different between sexes in children except for brain volume, which was higher in boys compared with girls (1179±232 versus 1050±179 mL, *P*=0.031). In contrast, cardiac index (*P*=0.023); cerebral flow index (*P*=0.001); DAo/AAo flow ratio (*P*=0.019); global cerebral perfusion (*P*=0.006); and peak velocities in the right MCA (*P*=0.037), SSS (*P*\<0.001), and DAo (*P*=0.013) were significantly higher in female adults compared with male adults. All other cerebral and cardiac flow/structure parameters were not significantly different between male and female adults.

Interobserver Reliability {#jah31284-sec-0025}
-------------------------

Bland‐Altman analysis revealed good interobserver agreement with a low mean difference for blood flow and peak velocities in the intracranial arteries (ICAs and BA) and aorta (AAo and DAo). Mean difference for blood flow in the intracranial arteries and aorta were 1.2 mL/min (limits of agreement: −18.6 to 20.4 mL/min) and −15.6 mL/min (limits of agreement: −213.0 to 169.8 mL/min), respectively. Peak velocities in the intracranial arteries and aorta presented negligible interobserver difference in the intracranial arteries (mean difference −0.01 m/s, limits of agreement −0.05 to 0.04 m/s) and aorta (mean difference 0.00 m/s, limits of agreement −0.03 to 0.03 m/s). Lin\'s concordance correlation coefficient further confirmed excellent interobserver agreement (ρ~c~=0.996 and ρ~c~=0.991 for blood flow in intracranial arteries and aorta, respectively; ρ~c~=0.996 and ρ~c~=0.998 for peak velocities in intracranial arteries and aorta, respectively).

Discussion {#jah31284-sec-0026}
==========

In this study, age‐specific and sex‐related changes in normal cerebral and cardiac hemodynamics were evaluated in children and adult volunteers with a broad range of ages from 7 months to 61 years. We demonstrated that cerebral and cardiac flow parameters (eg, TCBF, cerebral flow index, cerebral perfusion, cardiac index, cerebral and aortic peak velocities) are highly associated with age, particularly during early childhood development. Maximum TCBF and cerebral artery peak velocities were reached at ≈6 years of age in children. The fraction of CO distributed to cerebral arteries (TCBF/AAo flow ratio) declined rapidly after 4 years of age and remained relatively stable during adulthood. In addition, significant correlation between TCBF and brain volume was identified in adults and 2 child subgroups.

To our knowledge, the impact of age, particularly during early childhood, on cerebral blood flow accounting for cardiac outflow has not been reported previously. We demonstrated that the TCBF/AAo flow ratio declined rapidly after 4 years of age in children. Although the absolute values of cerebral and cardiac flow declined significantly with age in adults (*P*\<0.001), decrease in the fraction of CO to the brain was not significant throughout adulthood (*P*=0.358). The average TCBF/AAo flow ratio in adults was 14.5±2.6%, which agrees with previous studies showing that the TCBF fraction of the CO was between 10% to 16% in adults based on different measurement methods (eg, nitrous oxide, MRI, and video dilution techniques).[31](#jah31284-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jah31284-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jah31284-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} In addition, the average DAo/AAo flow ratio in the adult cohort (aged 38±15 years \[range 19--61 years\]) was 65.6±5.9%, which was comparable to the previously reported value of 64±8% in 12 age‐matched healthy adults (aged 37±15 years \[range 18--62 years\]).[34](#jah31284-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

Previous studies reported abnormal cerebral blood flow in adult patients with cerebrovascular diseases, such as cerebral artery stenosis and arteriovenous malformations.[1](#jah31284-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah31284-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#jah31284-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} In addition, global brain hypoperfusion (ie, low total cerebral arterial inflow) has been demonstrated to be a potential risk factor for development and progression of mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer\'s disease in elderly participants.[36](#jah31284-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jah31284-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Cerebral flow dynamics has also been shown to be greatly affected in children with various cerebral vascular disorders. Moyamoya disease is a major cause of ischemic stroke in children, and cerebral blood flow was found to be significantly lower in children with Moyamoya disease compared with age‐matched healthy participants.[4](#jah31284-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis is another pathology that may result in decreased cerebral blood flow, possibly due to increased venous pressure.[5](#jah31284-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah31284-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Vein of Galen malformation is a congenital cerebrovascular disease that primarily affects infants and young children and has been shown to cause abnormal cardiac and cerebral flow.[7](#jah31284-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah31284-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Sickle cell disease has also been shown to be associated with abnormal cerebral blood flow and velocities in children.[38](#jah31284-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#jah31284-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} In addition, congenital heart disease has a significant impact on cerebral blood flow and brain development as a result of flow disturbances from cardiac abnormality.[3](#jah31284-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, determination of normal values of cerebral and cardiac flow parameters, particularly considering the effects of age, can be of significant benefit in treatment planning and outcome evaluation in the management of these diseases.

Few studies have investigated TCBF in children with a broad range of ages comparable to our pediatric study cohort. An early study by Schoning et al investigated the age dependence of TCBF in 94 children aged 3 to 18 years, using a computed sonography system.[13](#jah31284-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The study demonstrated that TCBF increased significantly from ages 3 to 6.5 years and declined thereafter to a relatively constant level at age 15 years. Another study, by Bode et al, demonstrated that the maximum systolic peak flow velocity in the basal cerebral arteries was reached around age 6 years by investigating 112 healthy children aged between 1 day and 18 years, using transcranial Doppler sonography.[40](#jah31284-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} In our study, we applied in vivo intracranial 4D flow imaging and demonstrated that the age for maximum TCBF and systolic peak flow velocities in the basal cerebral arteries was between 5 and 7 years, which agrees well with the previous findings derived from ultrasound‐based techniques.

Schoning et al also demonstrated that average TCBF was 760±129 and 781±112 mL/min for girls and boys, respectively.[13](#jah31284-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, Lin et al reported much higher TCBF of 1538±416 mL/min in a group of preschool children aged 4 to 6 years.[18](#jah31284-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In our study, the average TCBF of 1101±258 mL/min in children was in between the previously reported values. Discrepancies in participant selection (eg, age distribution), prescribed vessel locations, and imaging techniques (sonography versus MRI) can be potential factors accounting for the high variability of TCBF in children. The measured TCBF in 30 healthy adults was 700±113 mL/min, which was also within the range of previously reported TCBF varying from 492 to 768 mL/min.[9](#jah31284-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31284-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31284-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah31284-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah31284-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah31284-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#jah31284-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} In addition, our study revealed that TCBF declined at a rate of 4.2 mL/min per year in adults, comparable to the findings of previous studies with an annual decrease of TCBF between 2.6 and 4.8 mL/min.[9](#jah31284-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah31284-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jah31284-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#jah31284-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

Significant differences in most flow parameters were observed between children and adults ([Table](#jah31284-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), highlighting the importance of age‐matched control data for hemodynamic evaluation in the cardiovascular system. The brain is one of the most metabolically active organs in the body. Significantly higher TCBF in children indicates higher cerebral metabolic rate and thus elevated physiochemical activity compared with adults. CO (AAo flow), the volume of blood delivered to the body, is an important indicator of cardiac function. DAo flow supplies the key organs in the lower body, such as liver, kidney, spleen, and intestine. Significantly higher AAo and DAo flow in adults is consistent with the higher demand of blood to the body related to increased body size in comparison with children. Cardiac and cerebral flow indexes were normalized to each participant\'s BSA, providing flow measures independent of body size. Significantly higher flow indexes in children suggest higher averaged metabolic rate. We also noted that the fraction of CO delivered to the brain (TCBF/AAo flow ratio) in children was more than twice of the fraction in adults. This finding indicates a higher proportion of blood supply to the brain and thus increased cerebral oxygen consumption in children compared with adults.

TCBF can be measured as a summation of blood flow in bilateral ICAs and vertebral arteries (ie, cervical blood flow)[9](#jah31284-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31284-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah31284-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#jah31284-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} or in bilateral ICAs and BA (ie, cerebral blood flow).[26](#jah31284-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah31284-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jah31284-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#jah31284-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} We calculated TCBF using the latter method for 2 reasons. First, relatively long acquisition time for 4D flow MRI limits the imaging volume to cover the vertebral arteries. The other reason lies in the fact that the vertebral arteries are typically smaller compared with the BA and usually asymmetric, thus measuring blood flow in the BA instead of vertebral arteries can potentially minimize partial volume effects. In addition, no significant difference was identified between mean cervical and cerebral blood flow in healthy adults.[44](#jah31284-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

TCBF was significantly correlated with brain volume in adults (*P*=0.005), similar to the findings from a recent study that reported a linear relationship (*P*\<0.001) between TCBF and brain volume in 49 healthy adults.[29](#jah31284-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} In addition, we identified significant correlation between TCBF and brain volume in 2 pediatric subgroups aged \<7 years (*P*\<0.001) and 7 to 18 years (*P*=0.039). These findings indicated that brain volume is a strong determinant of cerebral blood flow.

Global cerebral perfusion reached its maximum in children aged between 3 and 4 years, characterized by 2.7 times as much cerebral perfusion at this stage as that of adults. Similar to our findings, Wintermark et al reported peak cerebral perfusion at 2 to 4 years of age, with global average cerebral perfusion exceeding that of adults by a factor of 2.5.[45](#jah31284-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}

It has been well documented that cardiac index declines with age in adults.[10](#jah31284-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31284-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} We confirmed the decrease of cardiac index at a rate of 18 mL/min per m^2^ per year in adults, similar to the decrease of 23 mL/min per m^2^ per year reported by Katori[46](#jah31284-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} The association of cerebral flow index in children and adults with a broad range of ages has not been reported. Similar to cardiac index, we identified that cerebral flow index declined rapidly with age in children (aged \<18 years) and continued to decline at a much slower rate in adults. In addition, we observed significant correlation between cerebral flow index and cardiac index, indicating that cerebral flow index as a novel marker together with cardiac index may provide new insight into the understanding of brain function and autoregulatory mechanisms for maintaining cerebral blood flow.

The influence of sex on cardiac and cerebral blood flow is not well established, particularly in childhood. Some studies reported significant sex differences in TCBF,[14](#jah31284-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah31284-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} whereas other studies did not identify sex‐specific changes in flow.[9](#jah31284-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31284-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31284-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} In our study, no significant difference in TCBF was observed between sexes for both healthy children and adults. The sex difference in blood flow velocities in the cerebral vessels is also controversial. Some studies have demonstrated higher cerebral vascular flow velocities in female participants compared with male participants,[47](#jah31284-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#jah31284-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} whereas others reported no sex‐related difference.[49](#jah31284-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#jah31284-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} We observed no significant differences of peak velocities in cerebral vessels except the right MCA and SSS, which were significantly higher in female adults. In contrast to the previous findings, which showed that cardiac index did not differ between male and female adult participants,[11](#jah31284-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jah31284-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} we observed significantly higher cardiac index (also cerebral flow index) in female adults compared with male adults related to significantly lower BSA in women. The discrepancy of sex differences in flow parameters may arise from different participant cohorts and imaging techniques.

It remains controversial how anesthesia (sedation) can affect cardiac and cerebral blood flow in terms of anesthetic type, dosage, and anesthesia duration. Some studies reported dose‐dependent decrease in CO and cerebral blood flow possibly due to lowered requirements of oxygen for tissue metabolism,[51](#jah31284-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#jah31284-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} whereas others revealed no significant change or increase of cardiac and cerebral blood flow.[53](#jah31284-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#jah31284-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#jah31284-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} The influence of sevoflurane, an anesthetic used in this study, on cardiac and cerebral blood flow is also controversial, including reports of decreased, unchanged, and increased blood flow.[56](#jah31284-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#jah31284-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#jah31284-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#jah31284-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#jah31284-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#jah31284-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} Further studies including pre‐ and postanesthesia scans are warranted to investigate the impact of anesthetics on both cardiac and cerebral flow dynamics.

Although different field strengths (1.5 and 3 T) were used for MRI scans, depending on the availability of the scanners, the influence of different field strengths on blood flow measurements was minor because previous studies reported no significant difference of flow quantification in cerebral vessels and the thoracic aorta between 1.5 and 3 T MRI.[62](#jah31284-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#jah31284-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}

To take advantages of 3D volume coverage and short scan time, 4D flow and 2D PC‐MRI were used for measuring cerebral and cardiac flow, respectively. The effect of mixed use of 4D flow and 2D PC‐MRI should be considered when characterizing the fraction of CO distributed to cerebral arteries (ie, TCBF/AAo flow ratio). Previous studies have shown that 4D flow MRI provided flow measurements comparable to 2D PC‐MRI in cerebral and cardiac systems.[20](#jah31284-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jah31284-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#jah31284-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#jah31284-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, the influence of mixing 2D and 4D PC‐MRI on the assessment of cerebral and cardiac flow was expected to be minor.

Limitations {#jah31284-sec-0027}
-----------

Our study has some limitations. Partial volume effects have previously been reported to significantly affect the accuracy of PC‐MRI flow quantification for the voxel size exceeding one‐third of the vessel diameter.[66](#jah31284-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} In our study, we used an in‐plane resolution of 1.1 to 1.2 mm, which should not cause severe partial volume effects for TCBF measurement, considering the normal diameters of the ICAs (mean: 4.3±0.5 mm) and BA (mean: 3.82±0.47 mm).[67](#jah31284-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#jah31284-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} The resolution, however, was not optimal to estimate mean blood flow in the smaller distal arteries of the Circle of Willis, particularly in the ACAs (2.8±0.4 mm) and PCAs (2.2±0.6 mm).[67](#jah31284-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#jah31284-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} In addition, smaller cerebral vessel diameters in early childhood presented an additional challenge when attempting to accurately quantify cerebral vascular blood flow. Furthermore, the impact of partial volume effects is potentially inhomogeneous among different age ranges because the size of the cerebral vessels is age dependent. Consequently, the age‐appropriate cerebral and cardiac flow values presented in this study may not be definitive but strongly underscore the importance of age‐matched flow studies. A number of methods have been proposed to correct for partial volume errors.[70](#jah31284-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#jah31284-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#jah31284-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Further studies are warranted to investigate these methods in combination with 4D flow MRI for improved flow measurement in smaller cerebral vessels.

The 4D flow sequence used in this study allowed only a single velocity sensitivity value that was prescribed before the scan. Notably, velocity aliasing was observed in some of the children and young adults, particularly in the MCAs, which typically carry the highest blood flow velocity in the brain. Velocity aliasing was successfully corrected during data preprocessing and thus had no effect on flow quantification. It is appropriate to set the velocity sensitivity value of 100 cm/s for children aged between 4 and 8 years and 80 cm/s for adults and children aged \<4 or \>8 years, considering that the peak velocities in the MCAs were 0.98±0.26 and 0.71±0.17 m/s for children and adults, respectively, and reached the maximum at ≈6 years of age. Nevertheless, the venous flow measurement may be compromised because of a lower velocity/contrast ratio in the venous system. Advanced 4D flow imaging with dual or variable velocity encoding strategies is promising for improved cerebral flow quantification.[73](#jah31284-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#jah31284-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}

Another limitation of the 4D flow technique used in this study is its inability to capture the blood flow in the entire cardiac cycle with prospective ECG gating. Although a direct comparison of the flow parameters between prospective and retrospective ECG‐gated imaging was not available, we attempted to minimize the effects of prospective ECG gating on cerebral blood flow quantification by correcting the end‐diastolic flow. The cardiac lengths are highly variable among the age ranges of the participants---typically, young children have a shorter cardiac cycle (higher heart rate) than that of adults---however, the correction of missing end‐diastolic flow was performed individually for each participant based on the averaged cardiac cycle length (RR interval) specific to the participant during the 4D flow scan. Consequently, the influence of variant cardiac lengths on end‐diastolic flow correction among different age ranges was minor. The missing end‐diastolic length accounted for the total cardiac cycle was 15.7±8.9% and 16.8±6.9% for children and adults, respectively; however, the difference in TCBF before and after end‐diastolic flow correction was only 5.3±4.9% and 5.5±2.4% for children and adults, respectively, which further confirmed that flow correction was independent of heart rate. Considering the pulsatile feature of blood flow in cerebral arteries, it is appropriate to use prospective ECG‐gated 4D flow imaging in combination with end‐diastolic flow correction for cerebral flow assessment in participants of various ages (heart rates).

Conclusions {#jah31284-sec-0028}
===========

This study demonstrates that cerebral and cardiac hemodynamics can be assessed simultaneously using in vivo 4D flow and 2D PC‐MRI, respectively. The data provide age‐specific changes of normal cerebral and cardiac blood flow parameters in a cohort of children and adults covering a broad range of ages. The findings collectively highlight the importance of age‐matched control data in the evaluation of cerebral and cardiac hemodynamics and provide additional insight into the understanding of normal brain development in relation to cardiac physiology, particularly in children.
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